Introduction
In this paper, we study the extension of Valiant's learning model [25] in which the positive or negative classificw tion label provided with each random example may be corrupted by random noise. This extension was first examined in the learning theory literature by Angluin and Laird [1] , who formalized the simplest type of white label noise and then sought algorithms tolerating the highest possible rate of noise. In addition to being the subject of a number of the oretical studies [1, 15, 24, 11] , the classification noise model has become a common paradigm for experimental machine learning research. (x, a) , where x = X(Z, 1) is any boolean function over inputs z G X and 1?c {O, 1}, STA2'(f, D) returns an Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery.
To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. 25th ACM STOC '93-51931CA,LJSA 01993 ACM 0-89791 -591 -7/9310005 /0392 . . ..$1.50 estimate for the probability that X(Z, f (z)) = 1 (when z is drawn according to D brevity. We assume that all inputs c are of some common length n. Here the length of inputs is typically measured by the number of components; the most common examples of n are the boolean hypercube {O, 1}" and n-dimensional real space R". We also assume a mapping size(f) that measures the size or complexity of representing each f c F in some fixed encoding scheme. Thus, size(f) will measure the size of the smallest representation (there may be many) of the target concept f in thel representation scheme Z used by the learning algorithm , and we will allow the algorithm running time polynomial in the input length n and size(f).
Definition 1 (Learning in the Valiant Model) Let F be a class of concepts over X, and let l-l be a class of representations of concepts over X. We say that F is efficiently learnable using 7-1 in the Valiant model if there exists a learning algorithm L and a polynomial p(., .,.,.) such that for any f c F over inputs of length n, for any distribution D over X, and for any O < c~1 and O <6~1, the following holds: if L is given inputs e, 6, n and size(f), and L is given access to EX(f, D) , then L will halt in time bounded 1The~hoi~e of representation used by the learning algOritlmn can sometimes be quite significant, se previous results have demonstrated concept dames F for which the choice of hypothesis representation can mean the difference between intractability and efficient learning [18, 12] . by p(l/e, l/c$, n, size(f)) and output a representation in W of a function h that with probability at least 1 -6 satisjies error (h) < e. This probability is taken over the random draws from D made bg EX(f, D) and an~internal randomization of L. We call c the accuracy parameter and 6 the confidence parameter.
3
The Classification Noise Model
The well-studied classification noise model [1, 15, 11, 24,, 14, 20, 22] is an extension of the ValLant model intended to capture the simplest type of white noise in the labels seen by the learner.
We introduce a parameter O < q < 1/2 called the noise rate, and replace the oracle EX ( f, D) with the faulty oracle EX~N ( f, D) (where the subscript is the acronyml for Classification Noise). On each call, EX&N ( f, D) first draws an input x randomly according to D (just aa in the noise-free case). The oracle then flips a coin whose probability of heads is 1 -q and whose probability of tails is q. If the outcome is heads, the oracle returns the uncorrupted example (z, f(z)); but if the outcome is tails, the oracle returns the erroneous example (z,~f (z) We say that F is efficiently learnable with noise using W if there exists a learning algorithm L and a polynomial p(.,.,.,., O) such that for any f E F over inputs of length n, for any distribution D over X, for any noise rate O~q < 1/2, and for any O < c~1 and O < 6 S 1, the following holds: if L is given anputs qb (where 1/2 > 71b 2 T), e, 6, n and size(f), and L is given access to EX& ( f, D), then L will halt in time bounded by p(l/(1 -2~b), l/e, 1/6, n, size(f)) and output a represtmtation in 7+ of a function h that with probability at least I -b satisfies error(h) < e. This probability is taken over the random draws from D, the random noise bits of EX>N (f, 'D) and any internal randomization of L. At this point, it should be clear that given access to the oracle EX( f, D), it is a simple matter to simulate the behavior of the oracle STAT( f, D) on a query (x, cr) with probability at least 1 -6: we draw from EX( f, D) a sufficient number of random labeled examples (z, f (z)) and use the fraction of the examples for which X(Z, f (z)) = 1 as our estimate~X of P%. The number of calls to EX ( f, D) required will be polynomial in l/Q and log 1/6, and the time required will be polynomial in the time required to evaluate X, and in l/Q and log 1/6. To ensure that efficient algorithms for learning using STAT( f, D) Let F be a class of concepts over X, and let N be a class of representations of concepts over X. We say that F is efficiently learnable from statistical queries using '1-f if there exists a learning algorithm L and polynomials p(.,., o), q(.,.,.) and r(., .,.) such that for any f 6.7 over inputs of length n, for any distribution D over X, and for any O < e~1, the following holds: if L is given inputs e, n and size(f), and L is given access to STAT(f, D), then (1) for evey query (x, CS) made by L, x can be evaluated in time q(l/e, n, size (f)) and l/a is bounded by r(l/c, n, size(f)), and (2) L will halt in time bounded by p(l/e, n, size( f )) and output a representation in l-t of a function h that satisfies error(h)~e.
In the statistical query model, it will sometimes be helpful to identify the claas of queries from which a learning algorithm chooses. Thus, we say that F is efficiently learnable from statistical queries using Ii with quey space Q if the above definition can be met by an algorithm that only makes queries (x, a) satisfying x E~. Such an expansion will still preserve the allowed approximation error within a polynomial factor (details are omitted), Thus, all of our results apply to algorithms requesting estimates of conditional probabilities, and some of the algorithms that we give will be phraaed in this way. Remark 3: Access to Unlabeled Examples.
Later in the paper, we will also consider the variant of the statistical query model in which the learner is provided with access to unlabeled inputs according to D, in addition to the oracle STAT( f, D). This is because unlabeled inputs are sometimes crucial for learning (for instance, to estimate the important regions of the distribution), and our main theorem (Theorem 3) still holds for this variant. This is most easily seen by noting that algorithms in the noise model still have access to D simply by ignoring the noisy labels returned by '?x~(f, D).
I%fore we proceed with the technical portion of the paper, some final comments regarding all of the models we have defined are in order.
First of all, for M representing any of the three models (Valiant, noise or statistical query) we will simply say that F is efficiently learnable in model M to mean that 7 is learnable using 'H for some H in which each hypothesis over inputs of length n can be evaluated in time polynomial in n. Secondly, we will have occasion to study some common variants of these models. For some classes we do not know a polynomial-time learning algorithm but instead have an al. gorithm with at least a nontrivial time bound; in such caaes we drop the modifier "eficient" and instead say that the class is learnable in model M within some explicitly stated time bound.
For some classes we have an efficient algorithm only for a particular distribution D (or a class of distributions); in such caaes we say that the class is learnable with respect to D (or with respect to the class of distributions) in model M.
Zwe could still keep 6 in order to allow fOr a probatillity of failure in randomized learning algorithms, but for simplicity choose not to do so since all the algorithms we discuss are deterministic, Finally, we will need the following standard definition. For any concept claas F and a set of inputs S = {xl,..., xd}, we say that 3 shatters S if for all of the 2d possible binary labelings of the points in S, there is a function in F that agrees with that labeling.
The 
Proof:
The key idea of the proof is to define a partition of the input space X into two disjoint regions Xl and X2 as follows:
Xl consists of those points x c X such that X(Z, O) # X(Z, 1), zmd X2 consists of those points z E X such that X(S, O) = X(Z, 1). Thus, Xl is the set of all inputs such that the label matters in determining the value of x, and X2 is the set of all inputs such that the label is irrelevant in determining the value of~. Note that Xl and X2 are disjoint and Xl U X2 =X. Having defined the regions Xl and X2, we can now define the induced distributions on these regions. Notice that for P$N, the P; will denote PrEX(f,Dz), X label given aa the second input to x is potentially noisy. In a moment we will derive an expression for Px (which is the quantity we would like to estimate) involving only q, PI, pz, PXCN, an d P;. We first argue that all these quantities (excluding q, which we shall deal with separately) can in fact be estimated from the noisy oracle EX'&N (f, D).
First, note that it is easy to estimate PXCN from calls to EX~N (f, D), because this probability is already defined with respect to the noisy oracle.
Next, note that it is eaay to estimate gq (and therefore p2 = 1 -pl) using only calls to EX~N (f, 'D): given a potentially noisy example (s, 4) from EX'&N ( f, D), we ignore the label 4 and test whether X(Z, O) # X(Z, 1). If so, then x E Xl, otherwise z c X2. Thus for a large enough sample the fraction of the x falling in Xl will be a good estimate for pl via a standard Chernoff bound analysis. Finally, P; can be estimated from EX'&N ( f, D): we simply sample pairs (z, 4) returned by the noisy oracle, keeping only those inputs x that fall in Xg (using the membership test X(Z, O) = X(Z, l)).
For such an S, the value of x is invariant to the label, so we can just compute the fraction of the sampled z E X2 for which x(m, O) = X(X,1) = 1 as (our estimate for P;. Now to derive the desired expression for Px, consider the probability that x is 1 when the input to x is obtained from the noisy oracle EX~N ( f, D) with noise rate q. We may write
The intuition behind this expression is aa follows: on a call to EX~N ( f, D), with probability 1 -q there is no misclassification, in which caae the call to EX&N (f, D) behaves identically to a call to EX ( f, D). With probability q, however, there is a misclassification. Now given that a misclassification occurs, the label provided is -If (x), and there is probability PI that the input is drawn from Xl (and thus is dhitributed according to D1 ), and probabllit y p2 that the input is drawn from X2 (and thus is distributed a.ccordhg to 2)2). We now derive alternative expressions for three of the terms in Equation
(1) for substitution. First, note that we may write Pr=e~,,t-.~[=)~= 1] = PrEX(f,Dl)[X = 0] = 1 -P; because in Xl, reversing the label and computing x is equivalent to leaving the label unaltered and reversing the value of X.
Second, we may also write Pr=e~,,f+-f(.)[x = 1] = P; because in X2 the label is unimportant for the vahe of' % Third, we may make the expansion Px = plP~+ p21~. Mahg these substitutions into Equation (l), some simple algebra yields pc~=
(1 -q)(plP; +p2P;) x +?l(pl(l -P;) +-P2P:) = (1 -2q)plP; +p2P;
+Tpl.
(2)
By solving Equation (2) for P; we obtain:
Finally, again using the expansion Px = pl P: + p2P~and substituting for P; using Equation (3) we obtain Px = (1/(1 -2??))PXCN +(1 -1/(1 -29))P2P;
-(n/(l -27?))P1. 
Proof: (Sketch) Let qb be the given bound on q, and suppose we wish to simulate a query (x, Q) for the oracle STA T( f, D). What is needed first is a sensitivity analysis of the right hand side of Equation (4). We have already sketched in the proof of Lemma 2 how to obtain estimates (2N with small additive error for PI, p2, Px , and P:. We will use qb to get a good estimate fj for q in a way to be described momentarily;
for now we analyze how accurate ij must be in order to allow substituting 1/(1 -27j) for 1/(1 -2r7) without incurring too much error in Equation (4).
Lemma 4 Let O~q, fj < 1/2 and O < A~1 satisfy q -A~@ s q+ A. Let O~a~1. Then there exists a constant c such that if A < (ccY/2)(1 -2q)2, then
Proof: Taking the extreme allowed values for fi gives
Taking the leftmost inequality of this equation, we see that the leftmost inequality of Equation (5) will be satisfied if we have 1/(1 -2q) -cr~1/(1 -2(q -A)).
Solving for constraints on A gives
If we set z = 1/(1 -277) and f(x) = l/z we obtain 2A s f (z -a) -f(z).
This su gests analysis via the derivative [g of f. Now '(z) = -1/s and we may write f(z -a) < f(x) + ca/x for some constant c >0, giving A < ccr/2x2 = (ca/2)(1 -2q)2. An identical analysis gives the same bound we then run L repeatedly, each time using the same fixed estimates but a different guess for fj to solve Equation (4) on each query. This will result in a series of hypotheses hi,. ... h~/~A output by the runs of L, one of which has error smaller than e with high probability.
It is not difficult to show that given a sufficiently large sample from EX'&N ( f, 2)), the hi that best agrees with the noisy examples haa error smaller than c.
u(Theorem 3)
We again note that the assumption of an upper bound b on the noise rate can be eliminated.
To smaller than the total number of variables n (k << n), and we would like to find an efficient aJgorithm whose sample complexity has the mildest possible a dependence on n (note that we cannot avoid time complexity that is at least linear in n since it takes this much time just to read an example).
A To do this, we associate with each candidate z~the set S,: = {x E S-: Zj = O}. Note that by conjuncting z~to our hypothesis, we guarantee that our hypothesis will correctly label the examples in S,= negatively (that is, we cover St:), and thus these can now be remcwed from S-.
Haussler's algorithm simply greedily covers Susing the S,:; note that the smallest cover has at most k elements.
The sample size bound of hk analysis depends linearly on k, but only logarithmically on n. Our goal is to obtain a similar sample size bound even in the presence of noise; to do this we provide an algorithm~for learning from statistical queries along with a careful analysis of the number of queries required and their allowed app roximation error (since it is these two quantities that dictate how many noisy examples are required to simulate the statistical query algorithm (that is, the probability that xj = O given that f is negahive but the current hypothesis is positive). This quantity can instead be directly estimated by a call to STAT( f, D), and we can show that the returned estimate here needs to be accurate only within an additive factor of 0(1/k). A careful analysis then shows that the number of variables we must choose by this method to cover all but c of the distribution of negative examples is at most k log(l./e), which will also be used as the value of r above in the first phase to ensure that less than e of the positive distribution is misclassified.
The sample complexity bound that we can prove when our statistical query algorithm is simulatec~us-ing noisy examples is 0(k3(l/e(l -2~b))2 10g(Tt/d)).
The important aspect of this bound is its modest logarithmic dependence on the total number of variables. However, despite the logarithmic dependence on n, our algorithm depends cubically on k, as opposed to Haussler's linear bound. It would be interesting to improve our bound, or prove that it is optimal in the noisy computationally bounded setting. (fl) we obtain accurate estimates of the projection of the target G onto 3. Thus, our algorithm is to choose n linearly independent vectors %, . . . , Gn and use the oracle STAT (ii, D) to estimate the coordinates of din the iii system in the way suggested, It is not hard to show that if our estimates are accurate within an additive factor of e/n, then the resulting hypothesis vector Z' will satisfy error(Z') s e. Since this is an efficient aJgorithm for learning from statistical queries, we immediately have an efficient algorithm for learning with noise.
Learning Rectangles in High Dimension
We now give an efficient statistical query algorithm for the class of axis-aligned rectangles in n-dimensional space. Thki class was first studied by Blumer et al. [3] , who analyzed the algorithm that takes the smallest axis-aligned rectangle consistent with a large sample. Note that this algorithm is not noise-tolerant, since in the presence of noise there may be no axis-aligned rectangle separating the positive examples from the negative examples.
Here we need to use the variant of the statistical query model in which we are given access to D in addition to STAT (f, D) (see Remark 3 following Definition 3 and the comments following the proof of Theorem 3). Our algorithm begins by sampling D and using the inputs drawn to partition n-dimensional space. More precisely, for each dimension i, we use the sample to divide the xi-axis into d/e intervals with the property that the~i component of a random point from D is approximately equally likely to fall into any of the intervals.
This can be done using methods similar to those of Kearns and Schapire [14] .
We now estimate the boundary of the target rectangle separately for each dimension using STAT( f, D). Note that if the projection of the target rectangle onto the Zi-tis does not intersect an interval I of that axis, then the conditional probability pl that the label is positive given that the input has its w component in 1 is O. On the other hand, if the target's projection onto I is nonzero and there is significant probability that a positive example of the target has its~i component in I, then pr must be significantly larger than O. Thus our algorithm can start from the left, and moving to the right, place the left xi-bound~y of the hypothesis rectangle at the first interval 1 such that pI is significant; note that estimating px can be done solely with calls to STAT( f, D) once the intervals are defined for each coordinate.
The analogous computation is done from the right, and for each dimension.
The result is an efficient (polynomial in 1/6 and n) algorithm for learning The fact that the separation of the two models comes via this class is of particular interest, since the parity class has no known efficient noise-tolerant aJgorithm.
Theorem 5 Let 3. be the class of all parity functions over n boolean variables, and let F = Un>~.F.. Then F is not efficiently learnable from statistical q;eries.
Proofi
We prove that it is impossible to learn from statistical queries in time polynomial in n even in the case that the target function f is drawn randomly 
We may also write For a set S~O, I}n, let us introduce (6) and (7).
For the summation i 17 (Q1/2 we also need to consider the possible cases of y. If y = z (which occurs for only a single value of~), then x(z,~(z))x(~,~(~)) = X( Z,~(X))2 will be 1 if and only if (x) =b=forthevalueb= 6{0,1}such that X(z, b)=l. This will occur with probability 1/2 for randomly drawn parity function~. Ify falls in QO (which occurs forgo values of !/), X(~, !(~)) X(ll, $(Y)) = O. If~falls in Q1 (which occurs for ql of the values of~), then x(z, j(z))x(y,~(y)) = x(z, f(x)) and again this is 1 if and only if~(z) = ba, which again will occur with probability 1/2 for a random parity function j. Finally, if y falls into Q112 but is not thesameaaz (which occurs forg1i2-1 of thevaluesof y), then x(z, j(z))x(y,~(g)) = 1 if and only if~(z) = b= and (g) = bv, where b. is as before and b. E {O, 1} is the value satisfying X(V, bu ) = 1. Since for any fixed x and~, all four labelings of z and~are equally likely for a randomly chosen parity function f, this will occur with probability 1/4. Putting this all together, we write
91/2(1/2 + (W9I + (1/4(91/2 -1))).
Now from Equation (7) we may write
By combining this equfllty with Equation (8), some simple algebra then gives
since ql~2 < 2n. Thus we have shown that for any X, the variance of Px is exponentially small with respect to the random draw of target function. Now suppose for contradiction that parity functions are efficiently learnable from statistical queries by an algorithm L. Fix t to be any constant smaller than 1/4 (note that with respect to the uniform distribution, any two parity functions differ with probability 1/2). Assume without loss of generality that a is a lower bound on the allowed approximation error of L's queries, where a = I/p(n) for some polynomial p(.) since c is constant. Although the queries made by L may be dynamically chosen, L makes some first query (x1, a). Let X1, ..., X,(n) be the sequence of queries made by L when the answer returned to each query (xi, a) is simply Ef [Pxi (f)]. Here r(n) is polynomial since L is efficient. Then it is not hard to show using Chebyshev's inequality and the above bound on var~ [Px, (j) ] that with high probability, a randomly chosen parity function f' will be consistent with the query responses received by L -that is, with high probability f' satisfies Prf [Px, (f )1-a < F'x(f') S Prf [Px, (f )1+ a for all 1$ i~r(n).
Since many parity functions are consistent with the responses received by L, the error of L's hypothesis must be large with respect to the random draw of the target f', a contradiction.
u(Theorem 5)
Note that the proof of Theorem 5 shows that the C1 p(f', gi) = j} for O~j~d'. Now it is easy to show using a Bayesian argument that rather than choosing the target function f randomly from F' before L makes its vecto~queries, it is equivalent to choose a new target function f' after every vector query g'-1 by drawing f' randomly from~,-1 (in the sense that for all i, the expected error of L's hypothesis after i vector queries with respect to the current target is the same in both cases).
In the latter model, based on the r~dom draw of fi, the ClaSS .Fi is 3j_1 with probability l.Fj_l l/l.Fi-l 1. It is not hard to see that for any natural number r >1, One objection to the classification noise model we have investigated is its assumption of the existence of a fixed noise rate q: independent of any previous misclassifications, the probability of the next example being miscleasified is always exactly q. In this section, we would like to formalize a more realistic model in which the noise rate q may fluctuate over time, but in which it is still fair to regard any misclassifications as noise in the sense that they are independent of the input drawn. It appears that relaxing this latter condition severely limits the cases for which efficient learning is possible, and results in a perhaps overly pessimistic noise model [24, 11] , unless the dependence of the noise on the input hzs natural structure that can be exploited by the learner [14] .
To formalize the new model, we allow an adversary to choose an infinite bias sequence V1, q2, ..., Vm, . . . . Each vi c [0,1] is interpreted as the probability that the ith example drawn by the learner haa its label corrupted. The only restriction on the q, is that for any value m we must have l/m~~1 qi S q, where O S q < 1/2 is the effective noise rate. Tkus, we simply demand that for any sample size m, the effective noise rate for this sample size is bounded by q. As usual, we aesume without loss of generality that a learning algorithm is given an upper bound q S qb < 1/2 and is allowed time polynomial in 1/(1 -2~b ) and the usual parameters.
Now when learning a target function f with respect to distribution D, for any i the ith example requested by the learner is chosen ae follows: z is drawn randomly according to D, and a coin with probability 1 -qi of heads is tossed. If the outcome is heads, the example is (z, f (x)); otherwise it is (s, = f (z)). We shall refer to this model as the variable noise rate model, and we say that F can be learned in this model if there is an efficient algorithm tolerating any effective noise rate q < 1/2.
Several comments regarding this model are in order. First of all, note that the adversary may choose qi = 0, qi = 1 or any value in between.
Thus, the adversary may deterministicaily specify at which times there will be misclassifications.
Secondly, it is no longer true that the probability of misclassification at a given time is independent of the probability at other times, since the biza sequence is arbitrary (subject to the averaging condition). These two properties make variable noise rates a good model for noise bursts, in which a normally functioning system will have no misclassifications, but an occasional malfunction will cause a concentrated stream of consecutive misclassifications. Finally, however, note that despite these allowed dependence, the probability that any particular input is misclassified at any particular time is the same for all inputs, since the bias sequence must be specified by the adversary before the examples are drawn.
The following theorem states that learning in the variable noise rate model is in fact no more difficult than learning in the standard classification noise model. Thus, we can immediately reduce our analysis to that of a binary bias sequence with effective noise rate bounded by (q+ (1 -2q)/4). Let O < T < m denote the actual number of misclassifications in the b~t sequence.
The main trick is to draw m examples for L (which are then given noisy labels according to the bits bi ), but to give L a random permutation of these m examples. In this way we almost simulate a standard classification noise process with noise rate r/m.
The only difference is that whereas such a process would be binomially distributed with a mean of r misclassifications, we are generating only the slice of this distribution with exactly r misclassifications. However, this slice constitutes a significant fraction of the binomial distribution (the probability of faUing on the mean is easily seen to be f2(l/m)), and without loss of generality the dependence of L's sample size on the confidence parameter 6 is only log 1/6. We can thus set the confidence parameter value given to L to be # = 0(6/m), which forces L to perform correctly on 1 -6 of the r-slice of the binomial distribution with a mean of r misclassifications. The modest log l/L5 dependence allows us to do this while keeping the required sample size m, polynomial.
u(Theorem 7)
As an immediate corollary, we obtain that efficient learning from statistical queries implies efficient learning with variable noise rate. Note that the equivalence given by Theorem 7 holds for distribution-specific learning as well. 
